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The Fiat 126 (Type 126) is a rear-engined, small economy or city car, introduced in October 1972 at the Turin
Auto Show as a replacement for the Fiat 500.The majority of 126s were produced in Bielsko-BiaÅ‚a, Poland,
as the Polski Fiat 126p, where production continued until year 2000.In many markets Fiat stopped sales of
the 126 in 1993 in favour of their new front-engined Cinquecento.
Fiat 126 - Wikipedia
Agnelli led the company until his death in 1945, while Vittorio Valletta administered the firm's daily activities.
Its first car, the 3 Â½ CV (of which only 24 copies were built, all bodied by Alessio of Turin) strongly
resembled contemporary Benz, and had a 697 cc (42.5 cu in) boxer twin engine. In 1903, Fiat produced its
first truck. In 1908, the first Fiat was exported to the US.
Fiat Automobiles - Wikipedia
View and Download Fiat Panda owner's handbook manual online. Panda Automobile pdf manual download.
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